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[1] Flux transfer events (FTEs) are magnetic flux ropes
formed at planetary magnetopauses (MPs). Although
evidence suggests that FTEs form through time-dependent
magnetic reconnection, details of that process and 3D
structure of the flux ropes remain largely unclear. This letter
presents Double Star/TC-1 data of an FTE occurred on 7
April 2004 which show that the FTE was separated by two
X-lines moving south-dawnward. In particular, the electron
energy-pitch angle distribution implies that the FTE was
composed of flux ropes of all four possible magnetic
topologies, indicating that the field lines must have
reconnected multiple times. This is an intrinsic property
of FTEs formed by 3D multiple X-line reconnection
distinguished from quasi 2D FTE models. This knowledge
of FTE magnetic topologies helps to improve our
understanding of solar wind- magnetosphere coupling at the
MP. Citation: Pu, Z. Y., J. Raeder, J. Zhong, Y. V. Bogdanova,
M. Dunlop, C. J. Xiao, X. G. Wang, and A. Fazakerley (2013),
Magnetic topologies of an in vivo FTE observed by Double Star/
TC-1 at Earth’s magnetopause, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40, 3502–3506,
doi:10.1002/grl.50714.

1. Introduction

[2] Flux transfer events (FTEs) [Russell and Elphic, 1978]
are magnetic flux ropes formed at the magnetopause (MP),
allowing solar wind energy and plasma to be transported into
the magnetosphere [Paschmann et al., 1982]. Despite of
many years of research [e.g., Russell and Elphic, 1978; Lee
and Fu, 1985; Scholer, 1988; Liu and Hu, 1988; Scholer,
1995 and references therein; Cooling et al., 2001], the
three-dimensional (3D) structure of FTEs and their formation
mechanism are still largely unknown. In situ observations
[Hasegawa et al., 2010; Trenchi et al., 2011; Oieroset
et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012] have found in vivo (active)
FTEs flanked by two converging flows towards the central
flux rope in the MP current layer, which is considered to be
consistent with the FTE formation via multiple sequential

X-line reconnection (MSXR) [Raeder, 2006]. Global simula-
tions have shown a few possible generation paradigms with
complicated 3D FTE configurations [Fedder et al., 2002;
Raeder, 2006; Dorelli and Bhattacharjee, 2009; Tan et al.,
2011; Rastätter et al., 2012]. Of particular interest in the sim-
ulations is the finding that a 3D FTE flux rope may illustrate
four types of magnetic topologies for connection to the Earth
and the magnetosheath (MSH): (i) open flux connecting
southern hemisphere to the MSH, (ii) open flux connecting
the MSH to northern hemisphere, (iii) close flux connecting
both hemispheres, and (iv) the MSH flux [Tan et al., 2011;
Rastätter et al., 2012], which was first revealed in a 3D local
MHD simulation of multiple X-line reconnection long time
ago [Fu et al., 1990]. Magnetic topologies of FTE flux ropes
have significant impact on solar wind-magnetosphere inter-
action [Eastwood et al., 2012]. This paper reports Double
Star/TC-1 measurements [Liu et al., 2005] of an in vivo
FTE occurring on 7 April 2004. The observations present
the first in situ evidence of co-existence of four types of mag-
netic topologies within the FTE flux rope, confirming this in-
trinsically 3D nature of MP reconnection [Fu et al., 1990;
Tan et al., 2011; Rastätter et al., 2012]. The magnetic field,
plasma and electron data used are taken from the FGM,
HIA, and PEACE instruments [Carr et al., 2005; Reme
et al., 2005; Fazakerley et al., 2005] on board TC-1.
Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates are used
throughout this study.

2. Observations

2.1. Overview of the Event

[3] From 22:00 to 23:00 UT on 7 April 2004, TC-1 trav-
elled inbound from the MSH into the magnetosphere, cross-
ing the southern/dawnside MP at ~ (9.6, �6.0, �1.3) RE

(Earth radii). Based on the minimum variance analysis of
magnetic field measurements [Sonnerup and Scheible,
1998], the local MP boundary normal coordinates [Russell
and Elphic, 1978] are found to be: L= (0.41, 0.52, 0.75),
M= (�0.35, �0.67, 0.66), and N= (0.84, �0.54, �0.09),
where N is perpendicular to the local MP surface outward
positive, L points to the direction of magnetic field compo-
nent with maximum variance during the MP crossing, and
M=N×L. During this interval, the IMF was essentially
southward with a substantial dawnward component. TC-1
detected an FTE during 22:23:20–22:25:10 UT (yellow col-
ored in Figure 1a) based on the bipolar BN signatures, in-
crease of magnitude of B, and mixture of the MSH and
magnetospheric (MSP) populations [Le et al., 1993].
Figure 1a presents the overview of the observations. From
top to bottom are shown the ion energy spectrum; magnetic
field and ion velocity in GSE; magnetic field and ion velocity
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in (L,M,N) coordinates; ion number density and temperature,
respectively. Before encountering the FTE, TC-1 detected a
pair of southward then northward reversal jet (colored green
in Figure 1a) with respect to the background MSH flow of
vL ~ 150 km/s south-dawnward. The magnetic field compo-
nent normal to the local MP (BN) was essentially positive
(negative) when the southward (northward) jet was observed.
Figure 2b (i) and (ii) presents the Walén scatter plots
[Sonnerup et al., 1987; Phan et al., 2004] of v�VHT versus
VA for the two time intervals when the spacecraft recorded
the southward and northward jet, respectively, where VA de-
notes the Alfvén velocity, and v�VHT stands for the plasma
velocity in the de Hoffmann–Teller (HT) frame [Khrabrov
and Sonnerup, 1998]. The fact that correlation coefficients
close to 1 and slopes of the regression lines are not far from
unit indicates a good Alfvénic nature of the boundary flows
of the MP reconnection [Sonnerup et al., 1995; Phan et al.,
2004]. Based on the classical reconnection picture, TC-1
was passing from the southern to the northern side of the
X-line region during the jet reversal [Moore et al., 2002; Pu
et al., 2005]. After being swept by the FTE, TC-1 went into
the MSP side of boundary layer and persistently observed
strong southward flows accompanied by essentially positive

BN. Figure 1b (iii) presents the Walén test plot for a time pe-
riod during the TC-1 encountering with southward flows.
The Walén plot shows again the boundary flow nature of
MP reconnection, indicating that the spacecraft came into
the outflow region on the southern/dawnside side of the
second X-line. Moreover, while TC-1 measured these
reconnection flows ahead (behind) the FTE, there was time
interval in which the electron energy-pitch angle distribution
showed that MSP electrons (with energy> ~ 1 keV) were
flowing out of the magnetosphere antiparallel (parallel) to
the field lines, (not shown here), providing further evidence
of open field lines resulting from X-line reconnection at the
MP [Farrugia et al., 1987b].
[4] In recent studies, the presence of converging plasma

jets toward the center of the flux rope has been regarded as
a pronounced signature of in vivo flux ropes flanked by two
X-lines [Hasegawa et al., 2010; Oieroset et al., 2011;
Zhang et al., 2012]. This is essentially the case that
Figures 1a and 1b show. However, immediately prior to the
FTE, instead of a north-duskward jet toward the FTE center,
TC-1 detected a south-dawnward flow from 22:22:30 to
22:23:25 UT. How can this unexpected phenomenon be
explained? It is worthwhile to note that the pair of converging
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Figure 1. (a). Overview of TC-1 observations of the FTE on 7 April 2004. Figure 1b (i) Walén scatter plot for the time
interval when TC-1 recorded the southward jet associated with the X-line ahead the FTE, (ii) similar plot for the period when
TC-1 recorded the northward jet of the X-line ahead the FTE, (iii) similar plot for the period when TC-1 recorded the south-
ward jet associated with the X-line behind the FTE. (iv) 3D ion velocity distribution at ~22:22:32, showing the coexistence of
weaker south-dawnward flow and stronger northward/duskward flow in the time interval of 22:22:30–22:23:25 UT immedi-
ately ahead the FTE.
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jets can only be distinctly measured when spacecraft is lo-
cated in the MP boundary layer [Zhang et al., 2012].
Within the MSH and magnetosphere, FTEs are often ob-
served without such a clear signature. Zhang et al. [2012]
reported that among 3701 FTE signatures that they identified
with THEMIS data in 2007 and 2008, only 41 (~1%) were
distinctly seen in association with the flow reversals. By an
inspection of Figure 1a, one sees that during the interval of
22:22:30–22:23:25 UT, TC-1 went from the boundary layer
into the magnetosphere, where a pair of counter-streaming
flows was observed. As clearly illustrated in the 3D ion
velocity distribution in Figure 1b (iv), the end of strong
south-dawnward flow in association with the X-line behind
the FTE dominated over the weak north-duskward flow from
the X-line ahead the FTE. It is thus reasonable to expect that
if TC-1 had remained in the boundary layer, it would have
measured the north-duskward jet as before.
[5] The fact that the FTE is flanked by two X-lines is

consistent with the FTE being formed through the multiple
X-line reconnection process [Lee and Fu, 1985; Raeder,
2006]. The L-component separation between the first and
second X-line is roughly estimated to be greater than ~6.4
RE based on timing and MSH flow speed. The scale size of
the FTE in the L-direction (estimated based on bipolar BN

time interval times vL) is about 2.6 RE. The flux rope orienta-
tion is estimated by minimum variance analysis of the mag-
netic field data [Farrugia et al., 1987a] as (0.13, 0.99, 0.03)
in GSE which is close to the Y-axis, so that the jets on the
southern and northern sides of the FTE lie essentially normal

to this rope axis with the intersection angles being ~94.5° and
~97.0°, respectively.

2.2. Electron Pitch Angle-Energy Distributions and
Field Line Topologies

[6] The top panel of Figure 2 shows the electron pitch an-
gle-energy distributions from PEACE instrument during the
FTE crossing. The middle panel of Figure 2 shows 1D cuts
through the electron distributions at 0°, 90°, and 180° pitch
angles. There are four types of distinct distributions
coexisting in the central FTE: (i) an essentially field-aligned
(0–90° pitch angle) MSP population (>1 keV), accelerated
(200–700 eV ) field-aligned MSH electrons and antifield-
aligned MSH electrons (~100 eV) (first and second panel,
a), (ii) an essentially antifield-aligned (90–180° pitch angle)
MSP population and counter-streaming (field-aligned/
antifield-aligned) MSH electrons (b), (iii) almost isotropic
MSP populations combined with slightly energized coun-
ter-streaming MSH electrons of high intensity (c), and (iv)
heated MSH electrons (>200 eV) and much lower flux of
MSP populations (d). The first and second type distributions
suggest an open field line geometry connecting the southern
magnetosphere (third panel, column a) and northern magne-
tosphere (b) to the MSH, respectively [Farrugia et al.,
1987b], allowing the escape of MSP energetic electrons into
the MSH and entry of the MSH electrons into the magneto-
sphere, as well as their subsequent reflection. The third and
fourth distribution types indicate newly formed closed field
lines connecting both hemispheres [Bogdanova et al.,

Figure 2. Electron pitch angle distributions of differential energy flux (top row) and energy spectra (second row) measured
by the PEACE instrument onboard TC-1 at four times during the FTE 2 crossing. The pitch angle data are 8 s averages, and the
energy spectra are for pitch angles of 0°, 90°, and 180°, respectively. The bottom row shows schematic representations of the
corresponding magnetic topology inferred from the electron data.
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2008] (c), and newly formedMSH field lines (d), respectively.
They are created when the reconnected open field lines
reconnect, respectively, with the MSP and MSH field lines
again; the MSP and MSH electrons are then trapped on newly
closed field lines (Figure 2c’), and the accelerated MSH elec-
trons appear on the new MSH field lines (Figure 2d’).

3. Discussion and Summary

[7] We have reported an in vivo FTE flanked by two X-
lines observed by TC-1 at southern/dawnside MP. The obser-
vations are consistent with the scenario of FTE formation
through MSXR process [Raeder, 2006]. As the IMF with a
southward Bz component and a strong By component drapes
over the MP, one or more X-lines develop. The prevailing
MSH flow (vL ~�150 km/s during the whole event) moves
the X-lines and the magnetic flux ropes between them south-
ward and dawnward. As the FTE closer to the nose of the
magnetosphere moves away, a new X-line forms in its wake,
which in turn creates a new flux rope. The vL reversal from a
larger negative value (~�480 km/s) to a smaller positive
value (~240 km/s) manifests the key signature of the pres-
ence of the south-dawnward moving X-line [Moore et al.,
2002; Pu et al., 2005] ahead of the FTE. Furthermore, the
�/+ bipolar polarity of FTE itself is consistent with an FTE

moving south-dawnward as well. Assuming that in the frame
of reference moving with the X-line, two reconnection jets
were antisymmetric, it is easy to obtain that the X-line system
moved as a whole roughly at VL ~�120 km/s. To estimate
the motion of the FTE, we have tried to calculate its VHT.
However, it could not be determined, likely because the
FTE was still growing and very active, and there was no such
a frame of reference in which the convection electric field
vanished [Sonnerup et al., 1987].
[8] The most important finding in this in situ measurement

is that magnetic flux from all four possible magnetic topolo-
gies is present in the central region of the observed FTE.
This cannot be reconciled with simple 2D models of
reconnection, which only allow for open flux with one end
connected to the northern or southern magnetosphere. We
thus interpret the coexistence of four different magnetic
topologies as the distinguishing feature of intrinsically 3D
multiple X-line reconnection [Fu et al., 1990; Raeder,
2006; Tan et al., 2011].
[9] In Figure 3, we illustrate, by modifying and extending

the picture of Fu et al. [1990], how four types of field line
topologies are created in the MSXR process. In this figure,
X-line 1 and 2 represent the southern/dawnward and the
equatorial X-line, respectively. Red and blue lines indicate
the MSP and MSH field lines, respectively. An FTE, and

Figure 3. Diagram showing how four types of field line geometries are created in MSXR. X-line 1 represents the first
formed equatorial X-line having moved south-dawnward and X-line 2 the newly formed X-line. Magnetic field lines in the
magnetosheath (MSH) and magnetosphere (MSP) are in blue and red, respectively. Open field line a-o-b and c-p-d from
MSH to the northern MSP are first formed at the X-line 1. FTE and associated four types of field lines (in purple) are produced
later when reconnection takes place at X-line 2.
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the associated four types of field lines (in purple), are formed
when X-line 1 moves away south-dawnward and reconnection
takes place at X-line 2. The figure depicts how: (i) an open
field line connected to the southern magnetosphere is
produced by reconnection of an open field line from the first
X-line reconnection with an MSP field line and an MSH field
line; (ii) an open field line connecting to the northern hemi-
sphere is created when two open field lines from the first X-
line reconnection reconnect; (iii) a closed field line connecting
both hemispheres is produced when an open field line from the
first X-line reconnects with an MSP field line, and (iv) an
MSH field line is created by reconnection of an open field line
from the first X-line with a MSH field line.
[10] Figure 3 indicates that as the FTEmoves across theMP,

reconnection continues at the leading and trailing edges of the
FTEs and profoundly alters the magnetic topology. In particu-
lar, field lines reconnect multiple times to increase the winding
number of the flux that makes up the FTE. This process is a
unique feature for 3D MSXR, which distinguishes it from all
other proposed FTE mechanisms [Scholer, 1995]. On comple-
tion of the process, the FTE flux ropes contain a significant
amount of closed flux in addition to open flux in the core
region [Oieroset et al., 2011]. This is an important property,
because the closed flux in the FTEs plays an important role
in forming the low-latitude boundary layer with closed field
lines [Lee et al., 1993], whereas it may contribute less to mag-
netospheric and ionospheric convection as the reconnection
rate would indicate. Although the presence of multiple simul-
taneous reconnection sites may compensate for this, the local
reconnection rate may not correspond to the cross polar cap
potential, as is usually assumed in simple Faraday loop
models. On the other hand, transport of mass and momentum
into the magnetosphere may be larger than previously thought
because ultimately more IMF flux is reconnected. Quantifying
the balance of these processes calls for more multipoint obser-
vations and more realistic simulations.
[11] In summary, Double Star/TC-1 measurements of an

in vivo FTE on 2004-04-07 present the first in situ evidence
for coexistence of four types of magnetic topologies within
the FTE flux rope. This knowledge of magnetic topologies
of FTE flux ropes helps to improve our understanding of
solar wind-magnetosphere coupling at the MP.
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